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Burning fiberglass
causes smoke in Hines
LATE NIGHTSIRENS Fire, Hazmat trucks called in to deal with smoke reported inHines Hall,
STACIE BAILEY
Online editor
Around 9 p.m. Monday night, an A&T security officer pulled
the fire alarm in Hines Hall because he noted smoke coming
PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS • THE A&T REGISTER
5th annual band brawl
rocks Corbett
BRING IT Members of the Blue & Gold Marching Machine getoutof theirseats and taunt theSpartan tegion ofNorfolk State University during their"SpiritMix" portion of the competition.
"On behalf of A&T Police & Public Safety, we want
to commend the Greensboro Fire Department and A&T's
Environmental Health & Safety Department for their quick
response," said A&T Police Chief Glenn Newell.
Johannesen stated that about $5,000 worth of damage was
caused to the piece of equipment, but the rest of theroom and
building remained unharmed. Hines Hall will open at its normal
time tomorrow. "The University is safe, our Haz Mat team
responded, this was a simple accident," explained Greensboro
Fire Department Battalion Chief Robert Eric Johannesen. Light
smoke occurred due to an accident involving a heating pad
device. Johannesen said A&T security officers were treated for
smoke inhalation. No chemicals were involved in the accident.
Damages were estimated at $5,000.
During the incident, studentswere not allowed to walk on the
sidewalk in front ofWilliams Cafeteria leading up to Hines or on
the other side ofHolland Bowl where theroad was also blocked
for safety reasons. There were no injuries.
"One ofyour A&T officers was doing his normal check and
found smoke in that lab and pulled the alarm," Johannesen said.
"We got here and sent the hazard management guys inand found
that somebody had left a great big burner type device on with a
fiberglass mesh pad on it. [The pad] actually smoldered over and
smoked up everything."
from one ofthe labs
Fire trucks, HAZMAT trucks and police cars surrounded
Hines Hall to investigate the cause ofthe smoke. Greensboro
Batallion Chief Eric Johannesen reported burning fiberglass in
one of the building's labs caused the smoke.
ALESSANDRA BROWN
Register Reporter
JEANNINEAVERSA
Associated Press
MARCUSTHOMPSON
Senior Reporter
Bernanke
￿See ENROLLMENT on Page 2
ECONOMY ￿￿ THE
Recession'likely over/
Fed chief says
"I was more than pleased [with
The night bpfore the brawl, rehearsal
continued until 3:10 a.m. Sept. 11.
Justmoments before the startofthe event
Ashley Key, a member of the Theta Zeta
chapter ofTau Beta Sigma and a participant
in the first band brawl held in 2004, said, "I
expect a great show. You never can really
know what will happen because A&T brings
the best out ofNorfolk and Norfolk brings
the best out ofA&T."
Kappa Psi and Tau Beta Sigma, the national
honorary band fraternityand sorority, former
band members, families, staff and students
were all in attendance. Everyone anticipated
something spectacular.
The competition speaks to a long history
of collegiate rivalry between the North
Carolina A&T Blue and Gold Marching
Machine and the Spartan Legion. Alumni
from both universities, members ofKappa
At exactly 7:18 p.m. on Sept. 11,theA&T
Blue and Gold Marching band stormed into
Corbett Sports Center arena to open up for
the fifth annual band brawl against Norfolk
State University. With the faces of band
members squinted, instruments blaring,
and choreography tight, the audience was
on the edge of their seats in preparation
for a massive show of musicianship and
performance.
Campus enrollment surpasses set goals
THREE BROTHERS The Drum majorsbring in the Machine
PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&TREGISTER￿ See BAND BRAWL on Page 2
"Twoyears ago the university
deployed an integrated, data
driven enrollment management
methodology to execute
strategies that directly impact
growth in student enrollment,"
said Associate Vice Chancellor
for Enrollment Management
and Admissions Yvette
Underdue-Murph. "Our Office
of Undergraduate Admissions
has shifted our paradigm from
traditional recruitment methods
to 'relationship building' with
Chancellor forAcademic Affairs
Alton Thompson.
"This enrollment growth
for the Fall 2009 Semester
represents the first enrollment
increase since Fall 2005, which
indicates that the university
is now on the positive side of
the adjustments and higher
enrollment standards," said
Interim Provost and Vice
semester alone the university
experienced a 17 percent
increase in new freshmen
enrollment, a 20 percent rise in
new graduate enrollment and a
37 percent jump in new transfer
student enrollment.
Joseph Cox, a sophomore
computer science and music
composition major from
Durham said that he transferred
from North Carolina Central
Underdue-Murph had also
mentioned that implementing
new outreach programs with
Guilford Technical Community
College and other community
colleges has had a tremendous
effect on A&T's growth in the
student body as well.
high school guidancecounselors
and community college
academic advisors."
InFall 2008, there wasa total
of 10,317 students attending
North Carolina A&T but the
institutionmanaged to exceed its
goal of 10,500 students for 2009
with a total of 10,554. In this
Apparently, even a recession
isn't enough to keep the Aggie
family from growing. In this
academic school year, North
Carolina A&T has experienced
an overall enrollment growth of
two percent.
Bernanke's speech to atBrookings was identical to the one he
delivered last month at a Fed conference in Wyoming. Analysts
predict the economy is growing in the current quarter, which
ends Sept. 30, at an annual rate of 3 to 4 percent. It contracted at
a 1 percent pace in the second quarter.
PresidentBarack Obamaon Monday urged Congress to enact
legislation this year.
"I feel quite confident that a comprehensive reform will be
forthcoming," Bernanke said. It has been "too big a calamity"
over the past year, with the near meltdown of the U.S. financial
system, for Congress not to take action, he added.
pening
that Congress will enact a revamp of the
nation's financial rule book to prevent a future crisis from hap-
Bernanke said the economy likely is
growing now, but it won't be sufficient to
prevent the unemployment rate, now at a
26-year high of 9.7 percent, fromrising. •
"The recession is very likely over at
this point," Bernanke said inresponding to
questions at the Brookings Institution.
The Fed boss also said he is confident
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal ReserveChairman Ben Bernanke said Tuesday that
the worstrecession since the 1930s is prob-
ably over.
WEATHER
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theSCENE
FANTASIA GOES
'PURPLE'
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BACK ON SCENE
theWORD
ARE YOU READY
TO GRADUATE?
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YALE STUDENT
FOUND IN WALL
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THURSDAY: Rain | High 76°
LowWe review the new LaToya
Luckett album review and give
our perspective on her new tunes
The Aggie Flag Football team is
known nationally for their talent
and focus. See what they have
going on this year.
In the Greensboro Finale of
Color Purple/ Fantasia gives the
crowd a dynamic and uplifting
performance.
The slaying of the missing Yale
bride-to-be "wasn't a random
act," finance nota suspect, police
say.
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Graduationmay be right around
the corner, but are we really
maximizing our potential and
preparing ourselves graduation?
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"My sister went to A&T and
she basically said thatA&T was
the [best], so I came to see if
she was telling the truth," said
Robinson.
toA&T because oftheir siblings
and friends.
Jalisa Peterson, a freshmen
sociology major from Enfield,
N.C, and Shemod Robinson,
a freshmen history major from
Enfield, both said that they came
"The other school I wanted
to go to was N.C. State, but
because ofthe huge campus they
had I didn't feel like I would
feel at home, so I came here and
I toured and I loved it."
"I knew [A&T] had a top
school for engineering and
computer science," said Cox.
University mainly due to the
fact that they did not have his
desired field ofstudy.
Career Awareness Program Fair
Corbett Sports Gymnasium
6 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Get yournews updates in a variety ofways
The A&T
REGISTER 17
Career Fair Interviewing
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom, Exhibit Hall
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
UNC-Asheville Exchange
Memorial Student Union
Room 209
4 p.m. - 5 p.m.
PHOTO BY MICHAELA EDWARDS -THE A&TREGISTER
COEToastmaster Meetings. McNair Hall
Faculty Lounge
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
YOU
Open Mic Night Poetry
New School of Education
Room 160Auditorium
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Spartan Legion, Marching Machine go
head to head in front ofa full house
12thMANAggie fans were a pivotal part of the team's success against theNorfolk State Spartans thispast Saturday.
Mr. 1913 Pageant
Harrison Auditorium
7:13 p.m.
18
BAND BRAWL From page
ncatregister.com
Holland Bowl
(Corbett Sports Gymnasium ifrain)
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
BET College Tour
the Guilford County Jail and held
on a $100,000 secured bond.
1p.m
19
Graduate Management
Admissions Test Prep
Merrick Hall
Room 123
1:50 p.m
Football vs. Hampton
Aggie Stadium
7 p.m. -11 p.m.
8:30 a.m
21
Professional Engineering
Review Course
McNair Hal!
Room 135
-12:30 p.m
September 8,2009
Larceny-Bluford Library
At 5:18 p.m. a male non-resident
student reported that his items
were stolen from him when he
returned. Estimated value of all
items stolen is $865.There are no
witnesses or suspects.
At 8:45 a.m., a female student
reported that a male suspect, who
was driving a black compact ve-
hicle, struck her vehicle and left
the scene. The estimated damage
to the victim's vehicle is $250.
Hit & Run-Wimbush Way
September 10,2009
Disturbance-Benbow Hall
At 6:26 p.m., a female non-resi-
dent studentbegan to yell and cry
uncontrollable after being advised
of her grades. Dr. Barnette was
called to the scene along with
Greensboro Fire Department &
Guilford County EMS.The female
student was transported toWesley
Long Hospital for evaluation &
treatment.
At 10:12 a.m., a complainant
stated that a tow truck struck his
vehicle while towing another ve-
hicle. Estimated damage to the
victim's vehicle is $500.
Traffic Accident-Benbow Hall
presentations. In a direct hit
against the NSU dance team,
Golden Delight referred to their
opponents as "Spartan Toys"
that needed to be recalled,
and introduced themselves as
the new and improved "Glam
Barbies."
Theses "Barbies" danced
so hard shoes went flying and
there was even a "mini delight"
driving a "Barbie" toy car. The
audience responded in an uproar
of cheering at the innovative
performance.
Members ofGolden Delight
were dressed in gowns and
packaged in life size toy boxes.
The NC A&T percussion
section, rightly named "cold
steel" was also creative in their
delivery.
The drum line entered in
matching black and white
polos, crisp jeans, and fresh
air force ones to Plies "Plenty
Money," while throwing "cold
steel" dollars at the audience.
At 8:30 p.m., a female student re-
ported to GPD, that the instructor
of her class made some unwanted
comments to her and asked her
out. The case has been forwarded
toGPDCID& UPDCID.
Harassment-Price Hall At 11:05a.m., a male studentand
a male non-student collided vehi-
cles at the intersection of Benbow
Road and Bluford Street. There
were no injuries in this collision.
The estimated cost of damage to
both vehicles is $1,200.
Vehicle Accident-Benbow Rd
September 11,2009 After almost three hours,
the 2009 Band Brawl came
to an end, but there was
no trophy to take home or
definite bragging rights. All
the people in attendance left
the arena analyzing the night's
performances, and individually
deciding who won.
Despite some hiccups in
the show there were a few
noteworthy highlights forA&T.
During round eight, Golden
Delight as well as the Spartan
Legion DanceTeam hadfeature
spectator even yelled out after
the performance, "That was
sorry!"
When notes were off, they
booed and spewed comments.
During round seven, a
No eventis complete without
some opposition. Some ofthe
studentspresent did nothesitate
to express their opinions on the
quality of the performances.
When flags dropped and dance
stepswere missed, they sneered
and snickered.
Norfolk State's Spartan
Legion really ignited the crowd
with renditions of Usher's
hit "Nice and Slow," and
McFadden and Whitehead's
"Ain't No Stopping Us Now,"
which one spectator described
as "that fire."
melodies. The woodwinds
section of the Blue and Gold
Marching Machine played
Avant's "My First Love,"
complete with a serenade
on saxophone solo and later
the entire band performed an
arrangement of an Earth, Wind
and Fire classic.
There were ten rounds
established to test the musical
and performance ability of
each band. They demonstrated
sectional features, musical
selections, flag line features,
spirit songs, and dance line
features. Throughout the night
the audience was engaged and
entertained by many familiar
When the brawl began,
the dedication and hard
work put into this event was
apparent from the intensity
of showmanship. The space
on the gym floor was tight,
but somehow these bands
manage to move and groove.
Picture aviator glasses on
drum majors stepping with
high knees in gold boots, fog
machines airing the doorways
before the bands' grand entry,
concert lighting attracting
attention directly to the floor,
and the famous women of
Golden Delight matching from
their black tanks trimmed in
blue, to their lace front wigs
and makeup.
rehearsal] ... theyare going to
do the best ever, it's going to
be a great show," said Harvey
Thompson the assistant
percussion director for the
A&T band.
International Day of Peace
Memorial Student Union
Fountain, Front Steps and Memorial
1 p.m12 p.m
At 5:05 p.m. a female student
reported that her textbook was
taken off a table in the Student
Union, by an unknown suspect.
The estimated value of the book
is $200.
September 9,2009
Larceny-Student Union
At 1:27. a.m., a resident-student
was charged with Driving While
Impaired.The student was trans-
ported to Guilford County Jail
where he was issued a Written
Promise to Appear.This case was
marked closed and cleared by ar-
rest.
September 11,2009
DWI
Compiled by Chanel Nicole
If you ever see anything suspicious
or need assistance call Campus Police
Arrest - John Mitchell DriveAt 8:39 p.m. a male non-student
was arrested on warrants from
Faculty Senate Meetings
Smith Hall
Multi-Purpose Room
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Upward Bound Tutorials
Carver Hall
Room 205
- 8:30 p.m.6:30 p.m
Mr. Aggie Pageant
Harrison Auditorium
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
(336) 334-7675
Getting it RIGHT
In last weeks SGA Runoff Elections story, the byline was attributed
to Dexter R. Mullins, Editor in Chief.The story was actually written
by Alessandra Brown and LaRia Land, Register Reporters. The A&T
Register regrets the error.
In last week's Miss Senior story, Bree Pelham said that Erika Ed-
wards was not outside campaigning and chose not to due to the stress
of the situation. Edwards was in class during the campaigning,and she
was still on the ballot Dexter R. Mullins, Editor in Chief, reported the
story.The A&T Register attempted to reach all candidates through-
out the day by visiting the campaign site and regrets the error of not
speaking to Edwards directly.
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ENROLLMENT From page 1
We are elated that our School
of Graduate Studies graduated
our largest doctoral class ever
with 29 graduates compared to
22 last year."
Interim Dean of Graduate
Studies William Craft said,
"Our classification by the
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching as
doctoral high research intensive
certainly distinguishes A&T and
all our graduate offerings.
was an event that scarred
generations, both young and
old,as almost everyoneknew
someone who was affected
by the tragedy.
The September 11 attacks
on the World Trade Center
It was a national disas-ter, an act of terror-ism, and led directly to
war. American citizens, and
people around the globe, sat
stunned in front of their tele-
visions as they watched two
of the biggest pillars of west-
ern society come crumbling
to the ground.
MICAH
LINDSAYaffected them. Even some of
our own staff members could
still remember exactly what
they were wearing and what
time it was when they find
The day the towers were attacked, I was in my 5th grade class and all the teachers were receiving phone calls to turn offthe TV's and
radios. So many ofmy classmates were leaving class and getting picked up from school. I never knew what happened until Ireached
home and my mom was sitting by the television crying and trying to call my father. She knew that on 9/11 he was scheduled to come
back to New Jersey but he never did. We didn'treceive a phone call until later that night and both my sister, mom and I had a smile of
reliefon our faces. So many ofthe phones were dead in the Tri-State. At that time I just sat in awe wondering what was next to hap-
pened and when my father was going to come home.
JENNELL
McMILLION
While we may all come
from different backgrounds,
and different corners of the
out
nation, we all share a com-
mon story as an Aggie corn-
Body ID'd as missing Yale student;
police say slaying wasn't'random'
Newsday
MATTHEW CHAYES
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animal research floor where
Le's remains were found can
be accessed only by students,
faculty, staffand lab technicians
who have been given specific
permission to be there, student New Haven police spokes-
Authorities would not an-
swer questions about a suspect,
but say they are. sure that there
are "no students involved" in
Le's killing, Perrotti said.
YALE New Haven and Yale police officers are only allowing limited access to the research facility.
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Nearly all of the basement
The newspaper reported that
the technician had failed a poly-
graph test and had scratches on
his chest, as ifhe were in some
type ofa struggle.
Meanwhile, the New Haven
Registerreported that detectives
were focusing on a lab techni-
cian who works in the building
where the body was found.
The medical examiner in
Connecticut is withholding Le's
cause ofdeath "for investigative
purposes."
Authorities also officially
identified the remains as those
ofAnnie Le, 24, the Yale doc-
toral student in pharmacology
who had been missing since
last Tuesday and whose body
was discovered Sunday hidden
inside a wall in a basement lab
building where she worked in
the medical school complex.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — The slay-
ing of the missing Yale bride-
to-be whose body was found on
what was to have been her wed-
ding day "wasn't arandom act,"
police here said Monday as an
autopsy concluded that she was
the victim ofa homicide.
researchers said
In an earlier statement e-
mailed to the IvyLeague school
Monday, Yale Police Chief
James A. Perrotti tried to tamp
down rumors circulating on the
shaken campus.
"Thereare no suspects incus-
tody," Perrotti said. "We ask for
your patience as we thoroughly
investigate this crime."
'It wasn't a random act,"Av-
ery said. "Itdoesn't appearto be
a random act."
man Joe Avery said Monday
that because the death did not
appear to have been committed
at random, there was no need
for alarm on campus.
Sari Levy, 18, a freshman
at Yale from Great Neck, NY.,
said, "Everything is a little bit
At Le's off-campus home
about a mile and a half away,
three plainclothes Yale police
officers spent about 10 or 15
minutes in the residence Mon-
day afternoon, then emerged
with a camera. They would not
answer reporters' questions.
there
The basement where Le was
found in a part of a wall used
for utility cables and plumbing
is highly secure, university of-
ficials said, and only students,
faculty and staffwith a need to
be in the basement are able to go
Yale officials say every en-
trance and exit to the building
on the school's medical school
complex is captured on video by
a series of70 cameras.
Widawsky is not a suspect
and is working with investiga-
tors, police said.
Le, who is from Placerville,
Calif., east of Sacramento, was
to marry Jonathan Widawsky,
also 24, a Columbia University
graduate student from Hunting-
ton, N.Y., on Sunday. The nup-
tials were canceled Friday, after
she was reported missing on
Tuesday.
shaken up. It's more like emo-
tionally distressingthan actually
fearing for your own safety."
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Eight years later,9/11 still a vivid memory
Register Staff
DEXTER R. MULLINS, DEREK LINEBERGER,
&JOLIE SANCHEZ "I was in 5 th grade in Newport News, Virginia. I remember I was in my math class when our teaching assistant ran into the classroom and
pulled my math teacher Mrs. Gray to the side to tell her what was happening inNew York while the rest ofthe class was oblivious to what
was going on outside the school. Being ten year olds we didn't understand what was going on, we were just confused and lost. When the
teacher had told us that two planes hit the Towers, I started to worry about my dad because he was in New York, catching a train that
day. When I arrived home my mother explained what was going on and being the religious person she is, she began praying a lot. I didn't
really get what was happening so I just went outside and played with my friends. When you're a kid, you don'treally worry about stuff
like that."
"I was inLiberty State Park which was in Jersey City, New Jersey. You could see 9/11 and the Statue ofLiberty from there, you could see
everything. I was in the 5 th grade and I didn'tknow what the hell was going on. I'm from North Jersey and we were on a field trip but then
we had to go back to school and we were rushed back on the bus, even though we were nowhere near the twin towers."
"I was sitting in 5th grade English class. All I remember was my teacher going crazy and telling us what had happened. [The class] and I
was so confused whythe teacher was going crazy and in so much shock because everything was so fine in the day up until that point. The
only thing I can remember what was on people's minds was that they were worried, that they were making sure that they're families were
alright in New York. We were just 5 th graders, we didn't understand what was really happening in the world. We didn't know that people
from other countries wanted to blow us up for no reason."
When the planes hit the Twin Towers, I was sitting in my 8th grade history class when all ofa sudden, all ofmy teachers left the room.
All ofus were sitting and wondering what was going on until my teacher turned on the television and we saw the wreckage ofwhat used
to be the Twin Towers and the Pentagon. Iremember being really nervous for the rest ofthe day because no one knew where another
plane might crash. Also, I had family in New York and I was worried about how they were doing. My mom and I spent the rest of the
night watching the news and just thinking how something like this could have happened, and by who. For a while, Inever wanted to get
on a plane for fear ofsomething happening.
On September 11, 2001,1 remember I was 12and I was in the 7th Grade. I was attending Neal Middle in Durham, NC. My teacher Mr.
Martin, stop the class turned on the television so we could watch what was going on. Since most ofus didn't really know why the terror-
ist attacks happened and what they were about, Mr. Martin changed our lesson plan and we started studying the Middle East and all the
aspects that surrounded the connected elements involved with the terrorists attacks. At the time I was so confused. I feltmournful ofthose
whowere lost, and I also lost someone due that tragic occurrence. I wasn't scared at first, because I was imperceptive to the issues and the
ties thatrelate to complexity ofthe 9-11 TerroristAttacks.
JAMAL
FEATHERSTONE
LARON
WISE
ADRIAN
GRAY
STACIE
BAILEY
The A&T Register inter-
veiwed a collection of stu-
dents to ask them where they
were when the attacks took
place, and to describe how it
While things on campus
may have settled down, and a
new breed ofAggies is here,
the effects of Sept. 11 is still
no less powerful than it was
eight years ago.
Since that time, more lives
have been lost fighting the
battle overseas in pursuit of
Osama Bin Laden and the
Talaban. When it was dis-
covered that the mastermind
behind the scheme, Khalid
Shaikh Mohammed, was an
A&T alumni, students who
were affected by the attacks
were once again forced to
deal with a difficult situa-
tion.
￿ *
Iran to meet concerning nuclear power
JOEMCDONALD
AP Business Writer
al-Qaida carried out the attacks
in retaliation for U.S. support
for Israel. If Americareconsid-
ers its alliance with the Jewish
state, al-Qaida will respond on
sound and justbases."
The Saudi construction mag-
nate's son-turned "holy war-
rior" and his deputies have
frequently sought to wrap al-
Qaida in the Palestinian cause,
seeking to draw support in the
Arab world, where the issue
is one of the public's top con-
Obama has won greater pop-
ularity in the region, giving a
landmark speech in Cairo in
June, moving to withdraw U.S.
troops from Iraq and taking a
somewhat harder stance on Is-
rael in the peace process.
"If you end the war (in Af-
ghanistan), so let it be," bin
Laden said. "But if it is other-
wise, all we will do is continue
the war of attrition against you
on all possible axes."
"You are waging a hopeless
and losing war for the ben-
efit of others, a war the end of
cents
Al-Qaida has also sought to
depict Obama as no different
from Bush, who was widely
despised in the Arab world for
the wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq and his close support of
Israel.
Bin Laden said Americans
had failed to understand that
The terror leader usually ad-
dresses Americans in a mes-
sage timed around the date of
the attacks, which sparked the
US.-led war in Afghanistan
the same year, and then in Iraq
two years later.
The tape was posted on Is-
lamic militant Web sites two
days after the eighth anniver-
sary of the 2001 suicide plane
hijackings.
In the 11-minute tape, ad-
dressed to theAmerican people,
bin Laden said Obama is only
following the warlike policies
of his predecessor George W.
Bush and Vice President Dick
Cheney and he urged Ameri-
cans to "liberate" themselves
from the influence of "neo-
conservatives and the Israeli
lobby."
CAIRO (AP) — Al-Qaida leader
Osama bin Laden described
President Barack Obama as
"powerless" to stop the war in
Afghanistan and threatened to
step up guerrilla warfare there
in a new audiotape released
to mark the anniversary of the
Sept. 11 attacks in the United
States.
As he often does in his ad-
dresses, he cited books by
American scholars and others
that he said support his claim.
Such citations also serve to
show he keeps close watch on
current events and media de-
spite being a fugitive in a war
zone.
Bin Laden devoted much of
his address to discussing U.S.
connections with Israel and
castigated Americans for fail-
ing to understand that the issue
was behind al-Qaida's animos-
ity.
which is not visible on the ho-
rizon," he said, according to a
translation of the tape Monday
by SITE Intelligence Group, a
terrorist-monitoring firm, and
by TheAssociated Press.
Bin Laden, who is believed
to be in hiding in the Afghan-
Pakistan borderregion, said the
current White House is merely
following the Bush-Cheney
strategy to "promote the previ-
ous policies of fear to market
the interest of big companies."
When Obama retained the
Bush administration's De-
fense Secretary Robert Gates,
"reasonable people knew that
Obama is a powerless man
who will not be able to end the
waras he promised," binLaden
said.
The message was issued late
Sunday by al-Qaida's media
wing, Al-Sahab, in a video in
which the audiotape plays over
a still picture of binLaden.
IntelCenter, another company
that monitors terrorist propa-
ganda, said the message is the
49th release by Al-Sahab in
2009. Al-Sahab is averaging
one release every five days so
far in 2009, IntelCenter said.
IfAmericans realized the ex-
tent of the suffering "suffering
from the injustice of the Jews... you will realize that both
our nations are victims of the
policies of the White House,"
which he described as "a hos-
tage" to interest groups and
companies
"Ask yourselves to determine
your position: Is your security,
yourblood, yourchildren, your
money, your jobs, your homes,
your economy, and your repu-
tation dearer to you than the
security of the Israelis, their
children and their economy?"
he said.
"The delay in your knowing
those causes has cost you a
lot without any result whatso-
ever," he said. "This position
of yours, combined with some
other injustices, pushed us to
undertake the events of (Sept.
11)."
They asked for time to phase
in certain commitments to open
its market," said spokeswoman
Carol Guthrie.
Beijing criticized the move
as a violation of free trade and
called on other governments to
oppose protectionism.
The Office of the United
States Trade Representative in
Washington said the U.S. had
not stepped out of line.
"The United States' actions
on tires are entirely WTO con-
sistent and, indeed, in keeping
with an explicit component of
the deal China agreed to when it
joined the WTO.
News Agency.
The WTO confirmed that Chi-
na has filed a "request for con-
sultations" on the issue.
Beijing's unusually prompt
response to Friday's tariff deci-
sion shows the urgency China
attaches to maintaining exports
amid slumping global demand.
President Barack Obama ap-
proved the higher duties to
slow the rapid growth of U.S.
imports of Chinese-made tires
blamed for the loss ofthousands
ofAmerican jobs.
"Chinabelieves that the above-
mentioned measure by the U.S.,
which runs counter to relevant
WTO rules, is a wrong practice
abusing trade remedies," said a
Chinese government statement
quoted by the official Xinhua
The Chinese complaint to the
WTO in Geneva triggers a 60-
day WTO process in which the
two sides are to try to resolve the
dispute through negotiations.
If that fails, China can request
a WTO panel to investigate and
rule on the case.
The conflict is a potential ir-
ritant as Washington and Bei-
jing prepare for a summit of
the Group of 20 leading econo-
mies in Pittsburgh on Sept. 24-
25 td discuss efforts to end the
worst global downturn since the
1930s.
BEIJING (AP) — Beijing filed aWorld Trade Organization com-
plaint Monday over new U.S.
tariffs on Chinese tires, step-
ping up pressure on Washington
in the latest in a series of trade
disputes.
GEORGEJAHN
Associated Press Writer
ALIAKHBAR SALEHI
IRAN NUCLEAR CHIEF
"We are being con-
tinuously threatened
with attacks on our
nuclear facilities."
expectations
Considering the wide divide
between Tehran and the six na-
tions on nuclear and other is-
Oct. 1 — could set the stage for
substantive negotiations.
This could reduce tensions
over the Islamic Republic's
refusal to freeze uranium en-
richment and heed other U.N.
Security Council demands.
That meeting will formally be
between Solana, the EU's for-
eign policy chief, and Iranian
nuclear negotiator Saeed Jalili.
But Solana spokeswoman
Cristina Gallach said repre-
sentatives of the United States,
Russia, China, France, Britain
and Germany are expected to
be present during those talks.
U.S. Energy Secretary Steven
Chu, in Vienna for the IAEA
conference, confirmed the U.S.
wouldbe sending a representa-
"Such a vigilant nation, while
taking every threat seriously, is
in the meantime confident of its
capacity to defend itself."
At Monday's IAEA confer-
ence, Iran nuclear chief Ali
Akhbar Salehi told the, del-
egates that his country is ready
to defend itself militarily.
"Weare ... being continuously
threatened with attacks on our
nuclear facilities," Salehi told
the conference.
But the U.S. and its partners
decided last week to agree
to talks with Tehran in hope
that broad negotiations would
eventually grow to encompass
enrichment and related topics.
Israel and the U.S. have
warned in the past that force
could be used as a last resort.
If Iran continued to defy the
Security Council regarding its
alleged efforts to build nuclear
weapons.
Iran still formally refuses to
discuss the issue.
The two developments set the
tone for Monday's opening of
the general conference of the
150-nation International Atom-
ic Energy Agency in Vienna.
The meeting
In Belgium, Javier Solana,
the EU's chief diplomat, an-
nounced Iran's readiness to fol-
low up last week's offer from
the six powers for talks.
scheduledfor
But Iran also warned Israel
and the United States that it is
ready to defend itself if either
country ever launches a mili-
tary attack against its atomic
facilities.
VIENNA (AP) — Iran and worldpowers will meet next month
for the first time in more than
a year in an attempt to reduce
tensions over Tehran's refusal
to curb its nuclear activities, a
senior EU official said Mon-
day.
tive
"This is an important first
step," he told reporters.
Swedish Foreign Minis-
ter Carl Bildt, whose country
heads the rotating EU presi-
dency, warned against undue
Despite aU.S. decisionto send
a representative to the talks in a
break withpast policy.
A 2008 session in Geneva
foundered over Iran'srefusal to
discuss nuclear enrichment.
sues
"The meeting itself is a posi-
tive step, yes, but how positive
itremains to be seen," he said.
The talks would be the first
time the six countries meet
with Iran since more than a
year ago
A year later, worries linger on economic future
JIM KUHNHENN
Associated Press Writer
Well, that's what's going
You've heard the expression
getting blood out of a turnip?
mother from Morristown,
Tenn., who has raised four
grandchildren and is living on
disability payments.
But she added: "The economy
is so bad.
Financial institutions, how-
ever, bore the brunt of the criti-
54 percent blamed former
President George W. Bush and
19percent blamedformer Pres-
ident Bill Clinton.
Only one out of five surveyed
said Obama bore responsibility
for the recession.
feeling some sticker shock."
Still, Obama generally avoid-
ed public blame for the reces-
sion or the condition of the
banking sector.
cism
79 percent of those surveyed
said banks and lenders that
made risky loans deserve quite
a bit of theblame.The pessimistic outlook sets
Even more — 80 percent —
rate the condition of the econ-
omy as poor and a majority
worry about their own ability
to make ends meet.
WASHINGTON (AP) - One
year after Wall Street teetered
on the brink of collapse.
Seven out of 10 Americans
lack confidence the federal
government has taken safe-
guards to prevent another fi-
nancial industry meltdown,
according to a new Associated
Press-GfK poll.
Half of those surveyed said
deficit reduction should be a
nationalpriority over increased
spending on healthcare, educa-
tion or alternative energy.
"I know a lot of people who
don't have health care and re-
ally can't afford it," said Judy
Purkey, a 57-year-old grand-
the stage for President Barack
Obama as he attempts to por-
tray the financial sector as in-
creasingly confident and stable
and presses Congress to act on
new banking regulations.
The public sentiment also
poses a challenge to central el-
ements of Obama's governing
agenda
"This is a very difficult eco-
nomic environment. People are
feeling anxious," he said.
"And I think it is absolutely
fair to say that people started
on."
The president, in a CBS inter-
view that aired Sunday on "60
Minutes," acknowledged the
public's quandary.
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'Bully' laws give scant protection
DIONNE WALKER
AssociatedPress Writer
Forty-four states expressly
ban bullying, a legislative lega-
cy ofa rash ofschool shootings
in the late '90s, yet few ifany of
those measures have identified
children who excessively pick
on their peers, an Associated
ATLANTA(AP) —Recent student
suicides have parents and ad-
vocates complaining that anti-
bullying laws enacted in nearly
every state are not being en-
forced and do not go far enough
to identify and rid schools of
chronic tormentors.
Regardless, Georgia's law,
among the toughest in the na-
The issue came to a head in
April when 11-year-old Jaheem
Herrera committed suicide at
his Atlanta-area home after his
parents say he was repeatedly
tormented in school. District
officials denied it, and an inde-
pendent review found bullying
wasn't a factor, a conclusion his
family rejects.
Press review has found. And
few offer any method for ensur-
ing the policies are enforced, ac-
cording to data compiled by the
National Conference of State
Legislatures.
"The states themselves can't
micromanage a school district
— but they can say to a school
district, 'Look, you have to have
consequences,'" said Brenda
High, whose Web site, Bully
Police USA, tracks anti-bully-
ing laws across the nation, and
who advocates for strict reper-
cussions for bullies.The Wash-
ington state-based advocate's
son, Jared, was 13 when he
committed suicide in 1998 after
complaining ofbullying.
she said
"It needs to be written into
the law that bullying has the
same consequences as assault,"After Herrera's death, other
parents came forward to say
The state doesn't collect data
specifically on bullying occur-
rences, despite legislation that
promises to strip state funding
from schools failing to take ac-
tionafter three instances involv-
ing a bully.
Georgia's law has one of the
largest gaps between what it re-
quires of districts and the tools
it gives them for meeting those
requirements.
tion, still would not have ap-
plied: It only applies to students
in grades six to 12. Herrera was
a fifth-grader.
"There is a systematic prob-
lem," said Mike Wilson, who
said his 12-year-old daughter
was bullied for two years in the
same school district where Her-
rera died. "The lower level em-
ployees, the teachers, the prin-
cipals, are trying to keep this
information suppressed at the
lowest possible level."
Only six states — Montana,
Hawaii, Wisconsin, Massachu-
setts, North Dakota and South
their children had been bullied
and that school officials did
nothing with the complaints,
rendering the state's law use-
less.
While some direct state edu-
cation officials to form model
policies that school districts
should mimic, they offer little to
assure the policies are enforced;
only a handful of states require
specific data gathering meant to
assure bullying is being moni-
tored, for instance.
Dakota — and the District of
Columbia lack specific laws
targeting school bullying, ac-
cording to the National Confer-
ence ofState Legislatures. Most
states require school districts to
adopt open-ended policies to
prohibit bullying and harass-
ment.
Bin Laden calls Obama 'powerless1
MAAMOUNYOUSSEF
Associated Press Writer
China files WTO
complaint about
U.S. tire tariffs
toyield positive results
Have you sat down and re-
searched the career opportuni-
ties available to you? If not,
you should start doing so now
no matter what year you are.
What is it that you want to do
with your major and what are
the necessary steps you need to
take to get your desiredresults?
I took time out and researched
potential career possibilities
that sparked an interest and dis-
covered I was actually limiting
my choices by being ignorant to
what was available.
Mad about something? Got a story totell us?
Want something else in the paper?
Well, write for us!
Contributor's meeting on Wednesday, 5p.m at GCB Room 328
No. 23: The best there ever will be
DWIGHT
MOORE II
Aggies, you have so much
going for youhere, but it's all a
waste ofmoney ifyou don't pri-
oritize. So who's wasting your
money? Is it really A&T or is it
Is it really that hard to iron a
shirt ordo laundry that you have
to go out and buy something
new instead? If good grades
were money, a lot of students
would be broke.
Why is that we complain
about parking still when half of
us don't have parking passes or
get up ten minutes before class
and honestly think we're going
to get a space?
Why is that we complain
about not having enough time
or money when we spend it so
carelessly?
The name beside the "F" in
yourPhysics Lab inside ofyour
professor's notebook isn't the
name of the person you spent
time in class texting. The "C"
on your paper doesn't stand for
Complete.
Why is it thatyou can effec-
tively use every application on
your iPhone, but you still don't
understand how to properly do
research in the library? Think
about your future for a min-
ute. What's going to increase
your chances of employment?
What's going to make sure your
grades stay up? Who's respon-
sibility is it to get your work in
on time and complete? Yours.
It's up to you to make sure your
papers are done and thatyou get
enough sleep so that you're not
falling asleep in your classes.
report
There's nothing wrong with
enjoying the freedom ofcollege
life and being independent, but
know howtobalance. Yourabil-
ity to drink four shots and still
dance for three more hours isn't
goingto get you a job when you
graduate. Your skills in Mad-
den won't mean a thing ifyou
can't efficiently write a simple
You can sweet talk a guy
or a girl all day and night, but
your professors could care less
to bump up your grade if you
didn't give the effort.
to date on upcoming
events, however, I promise you
that the people at Music City
could care less about the test
you have the next morning.
Facebook and
Blackboard are both
good for staying up
than your GPA, you
need to get your pri-
orities together. If your
phbne bill is less than
the amount of credit
hours you've AT-
TEMPTED, you need
to get your priorities
together.
you?
STACIE
BAILEY
Why do your rims shine,
but your grades look so dim?
Is it because you chose to
drive or walk up and down
John Mitchell on a nice day
instead ofgoing to class? Or
could it be because there's
a party coming up and you
don't have a date, soyou feel
so inclined to holler at a girl
from your car window? Is
this you?
Your reason for being
here should be your top pri-
ority as youmatriculate from
year to year, but so often, I
see students acting against
their original reasoning. The
issue here? Too many A&T
students aren't taking college
seriously enough or at all.
college or university or you
felt invited by the amount
of Aggie Pride? Maybe, it's
because your actions speak
louder than your words.
So why exactly
did you come to
North Carolina
A&T State Uni-
versity again? My
apology, I forgot. Is
it perhaps because I
really can't tell that
you came here be-
cause you want to
further your educa-
tion at a prestigious
historically black
career fair.
If your answer is yes to
any of the above questions,
it is your sole responsibil-
ity to remedy that issue as
soon as possible. Guys, there
is absolutely no reason why
your car should become pri-
ority over textbooks or that
you'll save up for outfits for
homecoming, but not for a
business suit or shoes for the
You know the quickest
route to get to the best clubs,
but you can't seem to ma-
neuver yourself over to Blu-
ford or a study room down
the hall?
Ladies, you have time to
goto the hair andnail shop to
look cute for the fellas, who
are by the way riding in cars
that may or may not be fully
paid for, but you can't seem
to squeeze in 20 minutes of
study time or time to stop by
your professor's office.
If you spent your refund
check on shopping and are
still complaining about the
raise in prices of tuition—
you need to get your priori-
ties together. If you're more
familiar with the NFL foot-
ball season schedule than
you are with ones in your
syllabi, you need to get your
priorities together.
If your heels are higher
But that's because all of his
peers who played against him
and the millions offans that en-
joyed watching him play know
he is the greatest and will say it
for him.
As much as Bryantand James
want to chase and become bet-
ter than Jordan, they cannot do
it because you cannot surpass
the greatest player inthe history
of basketball. Jordan said that
he would never call himselfthe
greatest player ever.
Jordan was an icon. As greal
as Kobe Bryant, Lebron James,
Carmelo Anthony, and DeW-
ayne Wade are today, all the
success they achieve will sim-
ply pale in comparison to what
Jordan did.
The Air Jordans and the
Jordan brand, everybody has
at least one pair, and our very
own school was sponsored by
the Jordan brand. Who does not
know the words to the "Like
Mike" song?
I could say more but you get
the point. Also, it was not just
Jordan as a player; it was the
impact that he had on his team.
He also won five MVPs that
could have easily been eight
or nine, and was named to the
All-NBA team 11times and All-
Defensive team nine times.
He has the highest regular
season (30.1) and playoff(33.4)
scoring averages.
No one will be able to put up
numbers like Jordan, as consis-
tently as he did.
that this is a rhetorical question.
Therewill never be a player like
Jordan.
So, the debate fora while has
been is Jordan the greatest play-
er ofall time? I personally feel
He eventually made one final
return to the game he couldn't
abandon in 2001 with the Wash-
ington Wizards and still posted
over 19.0 ppg even in his 40's.
He would capture his fifth
NBA title and MVP in 1997 and
then endhis Hall ofFame career
with the Bulls in a memorable
shot to defeat the Utah Jazz in
1998by retiring again.
That following season Jor-
dan led the Bulls to the greatest
record inNBA history going 72-
10 and he also won his fourth
NBA title MVP.
He played minor league
baseball for Chicago White Sox
in the spring of 1994and would
later return to theNBA in March
of 1995.
It's a retirement that Jordan
does not regret. "I lost the desire
for what the game represent-
ed...my passion for the game
was lost," he said.
He won his second gold as a
member of the "Dream Team"
in the summer of 1992 and then
won another NBA title in 1993.
However, despite the success
he was having Jordanretired on
October 6, 1993.
They defeated Magic John-
son and the L.A. Lakers to cap-
ture their first NBA champion-
ship. Jordan would win another
MVP and NBA title in 1992.
der his second year ofcoaching
from Phil Jackson, Jordan won
his second MVP award and fi-
nally broke free of the Detroit
Pistons "Jordan Rules," as he
led the Bulls to theNBA Finals.
They advanced out of the
first round for the first time and
would advance all the way to
the Eastern Conference finals in
the 1989 playoffs. In 1991, un-
He also led the league in
scoring at 35.0 ppg and min-
utes with over 40 per game. It
was at this time that Jordan and
the Bulls started having playoff
success.
In 1988, Jordan enjoyed his
most successful individual sea-
son. He won his first NBA MVP
and Defensive Player ofthe Year
after leading the league in steals
with over three per game.
He returned for the playoffs
in 1986 and scored a playoff
record 63 points in game two
of the Bulls first round series
against the eventual champions
the Boston Celtics. The record
still stands today.
He averaged 28.2 ppg in his
rookie season, winning thel985
Rookie ofthe Year. He suffered
the only major injury ofhis ca-
reer in his second season with a
broken foot that caused him to
miss 64 of82 games.
He would
winhis first of
two gold medals in the Olym-
pics that summer after being
selected third by the Chicago
Bulls in the draft.
sophomore
and junior
seasons. He
was also the
consensus na-
tional Player
of the Year in
his junior sea-
son of 1983-
84.
In the following seasons,
Jordan would receive consensus
Ail-American honors in both his
That season is remembered
most for Jordan hitting the game
winning shot against George-
town in the national title game,
giving Coach Smithhis first title
in 20 years at the school. Jordan
would later say that the shot was
a major turning point in his bas-
ketball career.
Jordan wasfirst introduced to
the world as the only freshman
in the starting lineup for Dean
Smith's 1981-82 TarHeels.
In order for one to debate
whetherhe is the bestbasketball
player of all time, they would
first have to recognize what he
has accomplished throughout
his career that expanded over
three decades.
ceremony.
However, Jordan felt that
Thompson was the perfect per-
son to introduce him. "I grew up
idolizinghim, patterned parts of
my game behind him....I think
he deserves that type ofrecog-
nition," Jordan said in an in-
terview with ESPN prior to the
"I was kind ofsurprised, and
also was really flattered that he
chose me over coach Smith,"
Thompson said at the Naismith
Basketball Hall ofFame Induc-
tion ceremony last Friday in
Springfield, Mass.
Former North Carolina State
shooting guard David Thomp-
son — possibly the greatest
player in that program's history
— could not believe thathe was
asked to introduce possibly the
greatest player in UNC history:
Michael Jordan.
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Maximize your time at Aggieland
KENDRA
WEBB
President Obama's speech to
school kids last Tuesday hit the
markfor me. He encouraged stu-
dents to be proactive in utilizing
the opportunities before them in
regards to education. Although
it was pretty much geared to-
When a person makes an
investment in something, they
have to consider many things:
the cost, the return, and the risk
offailing. The same is true for
getting a college education be-
cause it is an investment. The
cost is paying the high priced
tuition. The return is getting a
college degree. Dropping out
of school or having your col-
lege plans deferred is the risk of
failure.
Graduation may be right
around the corner for a few of
us Aggies, but are we really
maximizing our potential and
preparing ourselves for life after
graduation?
Getting into a lot of these
schools means having a nice
For many students, life after
undergraduate school means
enrolling in a higher educa-
tion program such as gradu-
ate school, professional school
or medical school. If so, you
should be making a list ofpos-
sible schools of interest and
planning accordingly.
with good grades and extra-
curricular activities. Companies
do not want to hire you simply
because you have a college de-
gree, but preferably because
you learned and gained experi-
ence while in school. Field ex-
perience is crucial in making
yourself competitive in your
career market. Having a simi-
lar resume to those around you
willnot make you stand out, but
showing participation in school
or in the community helps to
build a strong resume.
I challenge you to look at
yourselves and make sure you
are where you want to be. If
not, take the time to figure out
what you want and how to get
there. After all, we only get one
life. Deciding to live itright and
maximizing your opportunities
are the necessary steps to ensure
a great life.
It is imperative thatyouspend
time getting to know yourself
and your goals before planning
ahead. You do not want to wake
up at graduation and find out
you have been studying some-
thing you really do not want to
do.
GPA, experience in the field
you're pursuing and excellent
entrance scores for the school.
If you start preparing now you
willhave plenty oftime to max-
imize your opportunities versus
waiting until the last minute to
get everything done.
Get your
priorities together
Last week I sat down and
planned out what I needed to do
to transition from now until my
final year ofschool. I asked my-
self, what do I really want to do
when I get my degree? Being a
biology majorpresents many in-
teresting paths for me to choose
from and have a successful ca-
reer. Many of the majors that
students choose have potential
Being in college presents
a lot of opportunities, but why
are you really here? If you can
answer that question you are
on theright path already. I truly
could not answer that question
for a long time and the only an-
swer I could give was because
my parents and family expected
it of me. After much consider-
ation, I finally found some di-
rection.
after. However, I was not maxi-
mizing my opportunity. I started
settling for less than my best.
I have been here for four
years now and since school has
started, I realize I have not been
pushing myself to be all that I
can be and doing whatI need to
do to get a degree. Somewhere
along the way, I got distracted
and lost focus. Somewhere
along the line I forgot the reason
why I was here. Sure, I always
knew the ultimatereason ofbe-
ing in school is to graduate, get
a good job and live happily ever
linaA&T really is.
wards stu-
dents in grade
school, there
was something
in that speech
that had me
thinking dif-
ferently about
my goals and
what my pur-
pose here at
North Caro-
College is not justabout go-
ing to school and making good
grades. Employers want their
employees to be well-rounded
There are many job possibili-
ties to choose from, but without
making an effort to research
which ones are available, you
cut yourselfshort ofthe endless
choices you have.
According to linebacker and
punter Clifton Simmons, there
is no pressure.
"We put North Carolina
A&T on the map," McNair
said. "We had TV crews fol-
lowing us - everybody knows
about North CarolinaA&T."
The experience of about
seven seniors returning this
"We have some unfinished
business at Maryland and then
the national championship lev-
el too," Simmons said.
And the motivation is conta-
gious - as the players are also
aware of what needs to be ac-
complished.
championship."
The success ofthe flag foot-
ball team has garnered A&T
much attention from programs
across the United States.
"We left three touchdowns
on the field," quarterback
Jashaun Carter said. "What that
means is we got to finish what
we left offfrom last year."
Florida to reach the title game.
The final score ofthe champi-
onship, which was held at the
University of New Orleans,
was 14-12.
Coach Robert McNair is
entering his fifth season as the
team's head coach and knows
what his team is capable ofthis
year.
"Our ultimate goal is to
finish the job," McNair said.
"That's ourmotto this year, fin-
ish the job so we can win that
VOLLEYBALL
MEAC OVR
Md.Eastern-Shore
Delaware State
Morgan State
Hampton
Bethune Cookman
South Carolina State
Norfolk State
Florida A&M
Howard
NC A&T
Coppin State
MIKE CRANSTON
AssociatedPress THIS WEEK'S GAMESFriday & Saturday
vs. Indiana
Bloomington, Ind.
4 p.m.
TEAMPanthers will
stick with
Delhomme
CROSS COUNTRY
THIS WEEK'S MEETS:
Friday
Reebok Wolfpack Invitational
Cary, N.C.
PHOTOS BY KENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&T REGISTER
CARLTON BROWN
RegisterReporter
Are you an expert on all things sports?
Do you like to see your name in print?
Can you write a term paper? NCAA FOOTBALL
KNOXVILLE, TENN.(AP) — Tennes-
see coach Lane Kiffin says he
will stick with redshirt senior
Jonathan Crompton as his
starting quarterback when the
Volunteers travel to Florida
on Saturday.
SO WHY DON'T YOU WRITE FOR US!
Meetings are Wed. @ 5 p.m. in room A328 GCB
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
DONTAVIOUS PAYNE (top) contributedto an underclassmen running back trio
thatcompiled 147rushing yardsfor theAggies in Saturday's 17-13 win against
Norfolk State at home. ANDRE THORNTON (above) helped keep the Spartans
scoreless in the second half in theAggies home openerSaturday evening. The
senior linebackerfinished second on theteam with seven tackles in A&T'ssecond
consecutive win thisseason. His 13 tackles leads theteam. MIKE MAYHEW
(right) earned MEAC Rookie of theWeek honors afterleading the Aggies'
running attack Saturday againstthe Spartans with 14carries for 87yardsand a
touchdown.The Charlotte native is Currently leading theAggies offensewith 110
rushing yards and threetouchdowns.
A&T RUNS LATE IN VICTORY
NFL QB'S STATUS
PHILADELPHIA(AP) - DonovanMcNabb once played four
quarters on a broken ankle.
A cracked rib can't keep him
out. Can it?
"He's pretty sore/' coach Andy
Reid said Monday. "He's go-
ing to try and battle through
it. He'll struggle to practice.
He's going to do everything
he possibly can to try to play.
We'll see how that goes. He's
staying optimistic about that."
McNabb is not ruling himself
out for the Eagles' game
against New Orleans next
Sunday.
"Not necessarily, anything
can happen. It's just Monday
right now, but if Friday and
Saturday come along and I'm
feeling a lot better, you just
never know," he said. "It's a
slow process of just meeting
with our trainers, doing two-
a-days with treatment, going
through the process of just
like I'm playing in the game,
and seeing how I feel at the
end (of the week)."
SPORTS
AGGIES'DEFENSE, RUNNING GAME OUTLAST NORFOLK STATE IN FOURTH QUARTER
saw the line judge again, Wil-
liams replied: "I'd like to give
her a big ol' hug and put it all
behind us like I have. Move
on from it like I have and just
learn."
after coming out with a differ-
ent, less-contrite statement.
Asked what she'd do if she
Williams was fined $10,000
on Sunday and issued a writ-
ten apology Monday, a day
ended the match
match against Kim Clijsters,
she directed a profanity-laced
tirade at the line judge that
led to a point penalty that
After being called for a foot
fault toward the end of her
At the post-match news
conference, she discussed her
outburst Saturday.
Williams teamed with sister
Venus on Monday to win the
U.S. Open doubles title with
a 6-2,6-2 victory over Cara
Black and Liezel Huber.
SERENA'S WISH
NEW YORK(AP) — After two days
to think about it, Serena Wil-
liams wishes she could give
the line judge she yelled at "a
big ol' hug."
The Aggies would maintain the upper
hand rallying for a 61-yard, 5-play drive
ending with sophomore running back
Mike Mayhew's 8-yard touchdown run in
the early minutes ofthe third quarter.
Senior quarterback Carlton Fears con-
nected with Wallace Miles on a 25-yard
touchdown pass, making it a 13-10 con-
test just seconds before intermission.
An overthrown pass by Brown led to
an interception by sophomore defensive
back Quay Long.
The Spartans went on to lead 13-3 at
the half with a 16-yard touchdown pass
from quarterback Dennis Brown to junior
wide receiver Chris Bell, but failed to
capitalize On the extra point attempt cour-
tesy ofthe tenacious Aggies defense.
The Aggies regrouped at the last half
ofthe first quarter getting a much-needed
boost from kicker Patrick Courtney, mak-
ing it a 7-3 lead for the Spartans.
The Aggies host the Hampton Pirates
on Saturday evening in Aggie Stadium.
Game time is set for 6 p.m.
"The test ofa true man is when your
back is against the wall,"Lee said
The Spartans attempted a final come-
back goingall the way to the Aggie 1-yard
line before Brown's quarterback sneak
was stopped short ofthe goal line. They
got another crack at the Aggie defense in
their final possesion but an incomplete
pass led to the Aggies running out the
clock for the victory.
"We knew we couldn't get compla-
cent. Wereally weren'treading our keys,"
linebacker Brandon Jackson said on the
defense being lackluster in the beginning
ofregulation.
Their defense would hold the fort
throughout the second half, not allowing
any more points to be scored by the Spar-
tans offense.
The Spartans accumulated 165 yards
ofoffense while only maintaining posses-
sion 13:48 seconds of the entire first half.
"I thought we started off slow, or Nor-
folk came out fast," Lee said.
"They came out with absolute ven-
geance," head coach Alonzo Lee said
after the game.
The Spartans came outred hot, charg-
ing down the field leading to a 30-yard
touchdown run by senior quarterback
Dennis Brown giving the team an early
7-0 lead.
With the Norfolk State Spartans com-
ing out the gate with a quick .start in the
firsthalf, North CarolinaA&T had to per-
severe in a goal-line stand through the
second half to pull out the 17-13 victory
Saturday night in Aggie land.
Delhomme is a former 2005
Pro Bowler.
Added left tackle Jordan
Gross: "Jake we didn't give him
a chance."
"In all reality, it's kind of
tough for him to make when
he's got guys in his face,"Kalil
said.
But while Feeley may even-
tually replace Delhomme, sev-
eral teammates rushed to their
teammate's defense Monday.
mg camp
It immediately freed up
needed salary-cap space this
year, but it also included $20
million in guaranteed money.
The Panthers then didn't sign
another QB and Delhomme had
no serious competition in train-
Three months after his play-
off debacle, the Panthers gave
the 34-year-old Delhomme a
new five-year, $42.5 million
contract.
Delhomme, who was booed
unmercifully by the home fans
Sunday, still has a seat at that
table.
"That's why these seats are
so precious. There are only 32
of us in the world."
night? Absolutely. But it hap-
pens. That's just how this busi-
ness is," Delhomme said.
"Did I beat myself up last
McCown was in a protec-
tive boot Monday and was us-
ing a crutch as Delhomme said
he "took his medicine" in a film
session that had to resemble a
horror flick.
He'll replace Josh McCown,
who was headed to injured re-
serve after injuring his left foot
and knee inrelief of Delhomme
Sunday.
Delhomme is soon to have
a new teammate. Feeley, a free
agent who was cutby the Eagles
earlier this month, agreed to a
contract and was on his way to
Charlotte late Monday.
"There's a lot of people out
there that practice and get paid,
too."
start
"It's like TigerWoods doesn't
win every tournament. (Roger)
Federer doesn't win every tour-
nament," Fox said.
Yet, Delhomme will
next week atAtlanta.
In Carolina's last 22 posses-
sions against the Cardinals and
Eagles, Delhomme has thrown
nine interceptions and lost two
fumbles.
His turnovers Sunday led
to 24 Eagles points, and Fox
pulled him after he threw con-
secutive interceptions in the
third quarter.
Pressured all game, but
also making poor throws and
decisions, Delhomme nearly
matched his six-turnover per-
formance in Carolina's blowout
playoff loss to Arizona in Janu-
ary.
Coach John Fox defended
Delhomme on Monday, saying
his beleaguered quarterback's
status "hasn't changed" a day
after he threw four interceptions
and lost a fumblein the Panthers'
38-10 loss to Philadelphia.
He does have a new backup,
however, with the arrival ofA.J.
Feeley to replace the injured
Josh McCown.
two games
Charlotte N.C. (AP) - Jake Del-homme is still Carolina's starter
— even after 11 turnovers in
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A&T's flag football squad ready for another title run RUNDOWN
FOOTBALLPRINCE ASKEW
Register Reporter MEAC OVRTEAM
year leaves the team optimis-
tic that they can make another
Morgan State
Norfolk State
Delaware State
Bethune Cookman
Florida A&M
North Carolina A&T
South Carolina State
Hampton
Howard
NEXTWEEK'S GAME
Saturday
vs. Hampton
Aggie Stadium
6 p.m.
The players have been work-
ing out all summer in prepa-
ration for the season opener
against High Point on October
7.
Green said,
run
"We have a lot of players
coming back from last year's
team," wide receiver Jeremy
"We justready to go," Sim-
mons said.
Coming off back-to-back
state championships, the flag
football team is eyeing even
bigger accomplishments this
year.
Last year they were runner-
up to the national champions,
the University ofNorth Florida,
finishing second in the nation.
They defeated Pensacola
State, Murray State and West

HEY SISTER La Toya London (Nettie, I) andFantasia Barrino (Celie) star in thestage adaptation of 'The ColorPurple'that made a
weeklong stop in Greensboro from September 8-13. world where giant pancakes
and pasta fall from the sky as
a scientist tries to solve world
hunger. However, things go
wrong when excess amounts
of food overload cities.
from a Ron and Judi Barrett
book, which illustrates a
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALLS opens in
theaters on Friday. The time-
less tale has been adapted
PHOTOBT UPORSHALOWRY -THEA&TREGISTER
Fans of the actor were
saddened to learn in March
2008 that Swayze was suf-
fering from an especially
deadly form of cancer. He
continued working despite
the diagnosis, putting to-
gether a memoir with his
wife and shooting "The
Beast."
"Patrick Swayze passed
away peacefully today with
family at his side after
facing the challenges of
his illness for the last 20
months," Annett Wolf said
in a statement Monday
evening. She declined to
give details.
Swayze died from the
illness on Monday in Los
Angeles, his publicist said.
He was 57.
Actor Swayze
dies at 57
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Patrick Swayze per-
sonified a particular kind
of masculine grace both
on and off screen, from his
roles in films like "Dirty
Dancing" and "Ghost" to
the way he carried himself
in his long fight with pan-
creatic cancer.
Overall, the stage play was exciting
to see for both die-hard "Color Purple"
fans and others. Whether you enjoyed
the movie or the book, the adaptation on
stage makes your experience with the
story even better.
to Sofia fans with her intricate details in
the character's relationship with husband
Harpo and Mister (Celie's husband).
The story of the Alice Walker novel
came to life again inthis adaption that was
directed by Gary Griffin and produced by
Scott Sanders, Quincy Jones and Oprah
Winfrey. The choreography by Donald
Byrd was amazing, ranging from raunchy
"jook joint" moves to authentic African
dances.
book and Oscar-nominated movie
Fans of the Pulitzer Prize-winning
led an incredible cast in "the "musical
gathered Sunday,, some adorned in
purple ensembles, from near and far on
the purple carpet of the War Memorial
Auditorium to see the finale of the Tony
Award-winning stage adaptation of the
"The Color Purple".
Fantasia Barrino, the hometown
"Idol" and Grammy-nominated artist,
brought down the house at the in the
Greensboro finale.
She brought the crowd to its feet and
to a thunderous uproar of applause from
her first appearance to final bow.
She, alongside 'American Idol' alum
La Toya London who played Nettie,
about love" that made a weeklong stop
in Greensboro from September 8 ,h to. the 13th. The play also starred Felicia
P. Fields as Sophia, Angela Robinson
as Shug Avery, and Ruflis Bonds Jr. as
Mister.
version that differ from the movie and
Theplay takes youthrough the story of
Celie and takes place in Georgia between
1909and 1949.
If you thought that you knew the
wholestory, you will be suprised because
of the several variations in the stage
the book. However, the performances. kept the audience entertained and on the
edge oftheir seat.
The musical numbers were written by
Brenda Russell, Allee Willis and Stephen
Bray and offer a different perspective
than the movie version. Such songs as
"Hell No" and "What About Love" bring
a new point ofview ofthe characters of
Sophia and Shug Avery.
Barrino' put on a show for her
hometown crowd, reprising her role as
Celie. Her vocal ability was undeniable
and her acting chops were on full display
as she brought a special and unique flavor
to Celie. Her performance earned several
standing ovations from the crowd, and
she seemed to be humbled by the support
ofher home area.
The final song, "I'm Here", was the
perfect way to end the play and Fantasia
brought a level ofpassion to the songthat
was truly heartwarming.
In addition to Barrino, another
standout performance came from Fields,
who was nominated for a Tony Award
for Best Performance by a Featured
Actress in a Musical for her portrayal
of Sofia. She brought the feisty and bold
character to life and gave a special treat
Simmons promotes financial stability in Greensboro
PRINCE ASKEW
Register Reporter
NEXT DAY AIR is now
available on DVD. When a
misguided delivery driver
(Donald Faison) inadvertently
delivers a package containing
concealed bricks of cocaine
to the wrong address, it sets
in motion a desperate search
and battle between the dealer
that sent it, the intended
recipients that missed it, and
the accidental recipients that
plan to flip it.
- L.L
Dr. Patrick Graham from
the Urban League said if
you get in tune mentally
and spiritually, everything
Panelists gavetheiropinion
on the idea first step to getting
your money right. Kyle
Santillian from the 102 Jamz
morning show said the first
step is personal responsibility
and dedication. "When you
have some money, you might
want to go spend iton a movie
or some dinner, you have to
dedicate yourself to not doing
it and sticking to the cause
and task athand."
from 102 Jamz kept things
lively on the ones and twos'.
"This is an example of
edutainment, entertainment
and education," said Dr.
Chavis.
"Get Your Money
Right" was the theme for
the forum and featured
established celebrities in the
black community. Russell
Simmons, Rocsi from 106th &
Park, DJ Drama, Lil' Mo, MC
Lyte, mortgage guru Lynn
Richardson and Dr. Benjamin
Chavis, the President ofHip-
Hop Summit, were all in
attendance. DJ Cease Fire
The Greensboro Coliseum
hosted the National Hip-Hop
Summit Saturday, Sept. 12.
The convention was free for
students and local residents
who wanted to gain tips
on better financial and life
management.
The event, sponsored
by Walmart, was very
educational. A number of
topics were discussed, from
credit tobudgeting and paying
back student loans. Rocsi said
she was a student not too
long ago and knows all about
budgeting and paying off
student loans. "For me it was
"What you do today
determines what you can do
tomorrow."
else should fall behind that.-
"The first step for me was
thinking strategically about
who I wanted to beand what I
wanted to do with my life."
Kristy Jones, the North
Carolina Department of
Justice ChiefofStaff, said the
first step is to know it starts
today.
After Dr. Chavis and MC
Lyte asked general questions
to the panel, each panelist
then gave a final speech,
which ended the educational
two-hour hip-hop summit.
For more information on
future hip-hop summit events,
the website is hsan.org.
Simmons, known for his
entrepreneurial ventures, gave
advice on starting businesses.
"It takes a long time
for people to jump on the
bandwagon. You have to be a
little bit fearless, most people
go halfway down the road
then they quit."
always just budgeting every
month no matter what, it was
the importance of staying on
top ofthe debt that I already
created."
PHOTO BY MICHAELA EDWARDS -THE A&TREGISTER
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legends plummet from grace is
embarrassing and Blueprint 3
demonstrates that Jay-Z is not
immune to gravity.
While this effort is entitled
Blueprint 3, it sounds more
like the sequel to his prior dud,
Kingdom Come. At any rate,
both are Frisbees... and what
is a Frisbee you ask? Answer:
wack music that you rapidly
toss out the window without
looking back!
With the streets (translated:
marginalized black masses)
heralding two out of Jay-Z's
last three albums to be Frisbees,
Jay-Z's post retirement run
is beginning to look like
Muhammad Ali's. And just as
Ali was embarrassed and put
downby his longtime apprentice
and sparring partner, Larry
Holmes, Jay-Z is currently
being outclassed and upstaged
DEMETRIUS D.NOBLE
Contributor
ALBUM REVIEW
by his producer turned emcee,
Kanye West. "Run This Town"
is a perfect example.
You could have never paid
me to believe that Jay-Z would
regress to the point where we
would fast-forward through
Hova's verses in order to get
to Kanye, but alas, it is what it
tragically is...
Blueprint 3, like many other
Jay-Z albums that preceded it,
is an egregious endorsement
of vicious capitalism aimed at
the broken communities most
oppressed and affected by
capitalism.
Although this is nothing new
for Jay-Z, whatmakes Blueprint
3 particularly odious is how
Jay-Z propagandized the album
up to its release.
He said he was tired of the
singing and rap's lighthearted,
dance aesthetic. He claimed
Jay-Z's latest album falls incredibly short of expectations
that he was going to bring the
streets back, that he would
return Hip Hop back to its gritty
and fundamental essence and
that he was crafting an album
impervious to commercial and
mainstream tastes, but in the
end, with tangible product in
hand, we see that this was all
marketing and spin.
Blueprint 3 is clearly a
commercial endeavor. Overran
with the radio and pop-friendly
production of Kanye West and
Timbaland, this album stands in
direct contradiction to "D.O.A."
Blueprint 3 was especially
made for Z100 and the pop
sensibilities ofwhite America.
The result is a culturally-
detached and socially-aloof
body of music that reinforces
the bourgeois elitism that Jay-Z
has rapped about for years.
Thank God for bootlegs!
During a recession when every
penny counts, no one wants to
waste money. So I was happy
when I got my hands on an
early copy of Jay-Z's highly-
anticipated, eleventh studio
release, Blueprint 3. After I
listened to it, I instantly knew
where fifteen of my dollars
wouldn't be going this week.
If I can be plain, allow me to
say that the album sucks more
than the most explicit, xxx-rated
chapter from Karrine Steffans'
memoirs. Listening to Blueprint
3 was tantamount to watching
Michael Jordan ina Washington
Wizards uniform missing a
wide-open, uncontested dunk
on a fast break during the
2002 all star game. Observing
performing at Evangel
MALI MUSIC will be
Fellowship Church on Sunday,
Sept. 27th at 5 p.m. Present-
ed by Zion Place Ministries,
the venue is located at 2207
E. Cone Blvd. in Greensboro.
The doors open at 4 p.m. and
the event is free ofcharge. For
more information, call (336)
375-3900.3
GREATDST SHOW ON
EARTH will be held in Har-
rison Auditorium on Thursday
at 7:13 p.m. Presented by the
Alpha Mu chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta, the pageant
will help to crown Mr. 1913
and his court. Tickets are now
available in the ticket office
for $5.
1.After Kanye's outburst at the VMAs can he be considered a weapon of mass destruction? 2. Where was the Iraqi shoe-throwing guy
when you need him? 3..Why was there more Facebook and Twitter chatter about Kanye than Rep. Joe Wilson? 4. Is it because black
people don't care about the president? 5. Did you know it was rumored that Obama called Kanye a "jackass"? 6. Does Kanye have
designs in his hair because his waves suck? 7. If you were a millionaire, how much would you spend on a doo-rag? 8. What if it was Louis
Vuitton? 9. Did you see how shaken up the line judge was when Serena went Incredible Hulk? 10. How many women would stand up
to Serena? 11. How many dudes? 12. How many people would feel like they had to kick her in the crotch and run? 13. Are we ready to
start rooting for the 2-0 Aggies? 14. Do you need a third win to make you believe it's not a fluke? 15. Does this mean we have to stop
making fun of the football team in 20 questions? 16. Did anyone see the Blue squad cheerleader whose skirt was SUPER small? 17.
Could you even pay attention to their cheers because of it? 18.Aren't they MEAC champions? 19. Shouldn't they have money to get
uniforms that fit? 20. Did you see the football manager get speared by that Norfolk football player?
LAPORSHA LOWRY
Scene Editor
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.
Fantasia rocks home crowd
in'Purple'finale
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